Attendance for the first half of the Summer Term

Sparrows - 96.6%
Wrens - 95.0%
  1C - 96.5%
  1H - 94.0%
  2H - 99.5%
  2T - 97.9%
  3A - 97.8%
  3B - 95.3%
  4M - 97.3%
  4P - 92.2%
  5B - 97.0%
  5H - 95.2%
  6C - 97.0%
  6E - 95.8%

A MASSIVE congratulations to Sparrows, 1C, 2H, 2T, 3A, 4M, 5B and 6C who have exceeded the national attendance target of 96%........an amazing achievement!!! Plus, well done to 2H who are our Attendance Champions with a phenomenal percentage!!!

Year 6 - Cannock Chase WWII Museum

‘On Friday 25th May, Year 6 went on a school trip to a WWII Museum. When we arrived a woman took us into a room and told us lots of interesting facts about gas masks and air-raids. Then we acted out an air-raid to see what it would be like, she turned off the lights and played a really loud siren. After lunch, we went into a different room, the woman told us all about evacuations and we discovered what it would be like for children living with foster parents. I really enjoyed the trip because we learnt lots of amazing facts.’ - Tansy (6E)

‘On the 25th May, Year 6 went to the Cannock Chase War Museum. 6C did some role-play and my group did an evacuation scene. After that, we had our lunch and then we took part in a fake air-raid. Later, we went to the museum and we looked at a 1940s room, everyone enjoyed it.’ - Lewis (6C)
Father's Day Breakfast

Join us in the school canteen on Friday 15th June at 8:00am and enjoy a Father's Day breakfast with your child. Hot breakfast rolls, served with juice and tea or coffee will be served at the event. Please contact the school reception to book your place. The cost of the breakfast is £3.50 per adult and one child, and £1.00 per extra child. Friends of Calshot will also have a stall at the breakfast selling a range of possible Father's Day gifts! Please see the attached flier for further details.

New Goalposts

Many of you will have noticed the new goalposts on the KS2 field (the second set will be constructed when the fixings arrive). I would like to take this opportunity to thank Friends of Calshot who fully funded this new purchase, which cost just under a thousand pounds! (What would we do without them?) Just to remind parents, that due to playground vandalism, which has been taking place after school, children are not allowed on the field at the end of the school day. Any children seen on the field will be subsequently banned from the field during playtimes.

Safety First

As the Summer Term progresses, many parents of older pupils allow their children to walk to school/walk home by themselves. If this is the case, please complete a form, which is available from the school office, so that we are aware of who these children are.

School Fund

This week £26.50 was collected in School Fund. May I take this opportunity to thank all the parents who have paid, some of whom have paid for the whole half term, as this means we can buy those ‘extra’ things for the children.

Community News

I have been informed that there have been a spate of attempted burglaries in Cramlington Road and the surrounding area. I would encourage all parents to be extra vigilant in terms of locking doors and windows; very often in the hot weather, there is a tendency to be less security conscious.

Can you help?

Early Years are asking for donations of pots, pans, colanders, mixing spoons, rolling pins, etc which the children can use in the outdoor area. Please drop off any donations to the main office.

Changes at Before and After School Club

'We've put so much effort and hard-work into making the garden look fabulous. Me, Raiha and Lily-Ellen helped to get rid of all the sticks and it took ages! Mrs Bye, Miss Webb, Mr Waring and Mrs Waring gave up their weekend to come in and do the finishing touches. I especially love the mud kitchen because all the children like playing up there. It looks amazing!' – Ria (Y6)

W.Simner
(Head Teacher)